Abstract-In this paper the effects of noise with nonzero mean on existing moment-based image normalization methods are studied. Several modifications to reduce noise sensitivity are presented and tested. They involve nonlinear mapping and fractional-and negativeorder moments.
INTRODUCTION
THE normalization of images with respect to position, orientation, and scale can be used as a preprocessing step in pattern recognition procedures to limit the range of variations within different classes of patterns thus allowing the use of classification criteria that are sharper and need not be invariant under geometric transformations of the processed data. Such a normalization step can be implemented on the basis of moments.
The moment-concept has been introduced to pattern recognition by Hu [1] . Since then, a variety of new moment-types and moment-based methods have been developed and used [2] , [3] , [4] , and [5] . Moments are attractive because their computation is algorithmically simple and uniquely defined for any imagefunction; it can be carried out in parallel and therefore very fast, and, since moments are global quantities, all available information is used making moment-based methods less vulnerable to losses or changes of pattern details than methods that use (few) particular features.
However, moments become very noise-sensitive with increasing order [5] . Hence, the lowest possible orders should be used in a moment-based procedure. As for image-normalization, the classical method (in [3] ), here referred to as Method "I," involves (integral) moments up to an order of two; a modified and more robust algorithm involving only zero-and first-order moments (Method "II") has been presented in [4] . We will describe how a nonlinear mapping and fractional-and negative-order moments can be used to further reduce the noise-sensitivity.
EXISTING METHODS
Moment-based image normalization methods can be formulated in a very simple and transparent way by means of ordinary and rotational moments which are defined by
and
respectively, with p, q, s, t OE N 0 as order indices, and (x, y) and (r, j) as Cartesian and polar coordinates; f shall be a non-negative continuous image function with bounded support so that integration within the available image area, defined as |x|, |y| £ 1 for geometric and r £ 1 for rotational moments, is sufficient to gather all signal information.
The two existing methods mentioned earlier adjust the coordinate system in a first step by moving its origin into the classical centroid (x 1 , h 1 ) = (M 10 /M 00 , M 01 /M 00 ) of the image, which constitutes a unique reference-point. Subsequent operations are then carried out in the adjusted coordinate system.
Expressions to determine orientation and scale exploit the particular changes that rotational moments experience under rotations f(j) AE f(j + f) and scale changes f(r) AE f(kr) of an image.
The standard orientation is defined as the one at which a certain rotational moment with non-zero repetition t is real positive, and the angle f by which a given image is rotated from it is obtained by
Methods "I" and "II" use moments R 22 and R 02 , respectively in (5). As for scale, the factor k by which a given image is magnified with respect to its normalized version can be derived from (4); assuming that f(r) is the normalized version, we obtain
with k being a constant that is composed of moments of f(r). Method "II" uses the most simple form of (6) involving R 00 and R 10 while Method "I" uses R 00 and R 20 . After computing f and k the image is normalized through a rotation of -f, a dimensional scaling by a factor 1/k, and a shift of all image points that moves the origin back into the center of the image. The whole procedure is unaffected by intensity-changes f AE c ◊ f, since they cause a common factor in all moments which is canceled in above fractional terms.
EFFECTS OF NOISE
Above methods yield perfect results only under ideal noise-free conditions. In the presence of noise the involved moments suffer errors which in turn falsify the normalization. f and k are thereby affected directly through (5) and (6) , and indirectly through changes of the centroid position.
Earlier studies of noise effects [4] , [5] using models of uncorrelated random disturbances with mean zero have shown that errors increase with increasing moment-orders and that the error in f is unbiased up to quadratic-order expansion terms. However, zeromean noise models are often unrealistic, especially when dealing with non-negative image functions.
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and we note that expressions M 10 /M 00 and M 01 /M 00 for the centroid are only affected in the denominators which pick up a term N' 00 = 4n. This amounts to a down-scaling by a factor M 00 /(M 00 + 4n) compared to an image without bias n. In other words, the centroid is located closer to the image center. Since there is no simple general expression for N st in a shifted coordinate-system, we use instead the term for the centered one
which is a good approximation for the relevant moment-orders. According to (5), (6), and (8), only k is directly affected by a bias. To quantify this effect we need an estimate for S s0 which shall be computed from an averaged signal function: We assume that the average of all centered but otherwise unnormalized signals of the same size r sig. (radius of the smallest circle around the origin that completely covers the signal) is a binary function with a certain non-zero value inside the r sig. -circle and 0 outside. Assuming further that all sizes up to r sig. = r occur with equal probability, the general averaged signal is the average of all these binary functions up to radius r, i.e., a cone-shaped function with radius r and a certain height s. Then Table 1 lists several numerical values of k for different signal-tonoise-ratios S 00 /N 00 ; thereby r = 0.5 and k is set so that k = 1 in the noise free case. Apparently, the induced error is sizable and gets larger for higher order moments. An amount that still allows correct recognition of the signal is often already surpassed for comparatively weak noise levels. Therefore, an efficient noisesuppression is indispensable. Method "II" performs a clipping prior to all further operations. If there is a gap between the intensities of the signal and those of the background noise (i.e., noise at locations without significant signal-intensity) as it is usually the case for binary signals, and if the clipping-threshold is set properly in between, backgroundnoise will be perfectly suppressed. In the analog case, however, significant parts of the signals often have intensities comparable to those of the background-noise, which means, noise will be left and/or parts of the signal lost after a clipping. Hence, values x 1 , h 1 , f and k can be significantly changed. Even more problematic: The threshold needs to be adjusted for every image to be normalized, and this requires information which is usually unknown. This problem is avoided in the noise suppression scheme we present now.
MODIFICATIONS

Nonlinear Mapping
For analog signals we propose as first operation a nonlinear mapping that, rather than completely eliminating low intensities, weights them instead overproportionally weaker than higher ones. This will enhance the total weight of the signal relative to that of the background-noise and can be implemented without a threshold. In addition, if the mapping is of type f AE f m , m > 1 it preserves the invariance of the normalization with respect to absolute intensities.
How should m be chosen? The larger m is, the better will background noise be suppressed, but at the same time, the stronger will signal-noise (i.e., noise at locations with significant signalintensity) be amplified. So, there must be an optimum m with minimum overall error. Its value depends on the extent with which these two types of disturbances occur.
Fractional-and Negative-Order Moments
Following an idea by Reddi [6] we will now generalize the moment-concept to include moments with fractional and negative orders and investigate their usefulness for image normalization. We focus on generalized rotational moments, which shall be defined as in (2) but with real-valued s. Such moments generally exist for s > -2.
Coordinate-Origin
Methods "I" and "II" adjust the coordinate-system by shifting its origin into the centroid (x 1 , h 1 ). This point can also be defined through the condition R 11 = 0 and approached asymptotically through a stepwise shifting of the coordinate-system along the xand y-axis by successively decreasing distances in directions opposite to the signs of the current values of ¬(R 11 ) and ¡(R 11 ), respectively. Using the generalized condition which is equivalent to (12). For Y s we obtain the same relation. In practice, the iterative approach towards (x s , h s ) has to be halted after a finite number of steps, usually when |X s | and |Y s | fall below a certain acceptance threshold t a . This introduces a residual error of coordinates x s , h s , which can be significant despite a small t a if (X s = 0) and (Y s = 0) intersect at a very sharp angle. To avoid such a problem we limit s to 0.33 < s < 5.67 in which case the intersection angle cannot be sharper than 30 o .
For the large majority of images where r sig. is significantly smaller than one, the reference-point location will be more noise resistant for small s because then the marginal zone of the image, which carries only noise, has a lower relative weight in integral (2).
Scale-Factor
According to (10) and Table 1 , the bias related error of k is orderdependent. Now we look for the real-valued i, j that minimize the error for the averaged signal defined earlier. Based on these considerations we expect normalization errors to be lower for negative i, j. This suggestion is also supported by the fact that in moments with negative radial orders the region around the origin, where the signal information is concentrated, is weighted higher than the marginal regions, which carry only noise. 
PERFORMANCE TESTS
To substantiate our earlier statements we present now some test results of the proposed modifications. In these tests
• the signals are images of the ten numerals. We use low-passfiltered versions of binary raw-patterns to obtain intensity histograms similar to those found in images from CCDcameras.
• Signal-noise (symbolized by S) is created by modulating the signals with slowly varying random disturbances to mimic the effect of non-uniform illumination, a real-world S-noise source. It is quantified through the modulation-factor mod which indicates (in percentages) the maximum possible intensity change-rate in both direction.
• Background-noise (B) consists of a few randomly distributed speckles with a maximum intensity of 85 % of the maximum signal intensity, and it is quantified through the signal-tonoise-ratio (SNR) S 00 /N 00 .
In an experiment to determine the optimum m for the nonlinear mapping we generated randomly positioned signals of fixed orientation and size r sig. , added S-noise (mod = 15) and/or B-noise (SNR = 6), and computed the statistical errors of x s , h s , f and k (using orders s = 0.33, i = -0.75, j = -0.25). Table 2 lists the mean distance between noisy and noise-free reference-points, and the variances of k and f for different m. As expected, errors due to S-noise increase with increasing m while errors due to B-noise decrease. If both types of noise occur, a certain finite m (here m = 3) yields the lowest overall error. In order to quantify the noise-sensitivity of (x s , h s ) signals with size r sig. = 1/4 and random orientation were generated and then shifted by 3/4 from their normalized positions in random directions. After adding noise we determined the noisy reference-points and their distances from the noise-free ones. Tables 3 and 4 show the mean distances for B-and S-noise, respectively. For small s, errors due to S-noise increase slightly but the effect is by far overcompensated through the decrease of the error due to B-noise. Hence, small s provide significantly higher robustness.
In an experiment to find the moment-orders i, j that minimize the error of k we added B-noise (SNR = 10) to normalized signals and computed mean and variance of k. The results (Table 5) indicate that small negative orders provide the highest noise-tolerance. We conclude that a normalization algorithm with high noisetolerance should use a mapping f AE f to compute scalefactor k.
